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I have had the pleasure of working alongside Jane Lane for the last five years now.  We have worked together on a 

variety of Jane’s own tracks and also worked together for other Artists as well as my own tracks. 

As a session musician, vocal coach and songwriter I have had the pleasure of co-writing, performing, singing and 

recording with Jane in her studio based in Wales. Jane has also produced several tracks that we have recorded alongside 

her partner Philip Lane. 

 

Jane herself has written and produced dozens of tracks within that time and had production input on many more tracks 

that we have recorded in the studio as well as putting together, directing and managing her own band. 

 

The tracks that Jane has written, recorded, produced and promoted have always been well received and received much 

radio play as well as many downloads with lots of interest from around the world.  

Jane has the ability to not only write a ‘hit’ record, she can also take an existing track that may seem ‘lifeless’ and make it 

into a fantastic, well received mainstream track. She also has the ability to think outside the box when it comes to a 

standard chart song and add something special to the mix. She is a real asset to the Lane and Lane production team as 

her ear, creativity and input knows no bounds. She can bring just a simple piano tune to life with her production skills! 

She can also conduct and produce a fantastic sound from a group of musicians playing her tracks - live. 

Jane has written many different genres of tracks and now she is focussing on a full blown Funk project. Having worked 

with her in a band capacity I have seen her not only write and produce tracks but also manage several musicians for a 

band, manage the band per se, manage promotions, marketing, gigs, photoshoots and much more. I believe that Jane 

truly does have the capability to succeed with this project on her ambition and tenacity alone. It will also help her that 

she not only has the creativity flair but she also has fantastic project management and marketing skills which will back up 

her incredible drive to succeed for this music project. 
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Kerri Collins Vocal Coach 
1 The Larches, Shropshire, SY7 8BZ 
Tel: 01588 674960 / 07469 948600 

Email: Kesblondie@gmail.com 
 
 

Singing Lessons 

Tel: 01588 674960 

Email: kesblondie@gmail.com 
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